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1. If you can talk while you hike, you are not going as fast as you are able.  
 

2. Improving one’s hiking speed and stamina will, at times, ACTUALLY HURT legs 
and lungs.  No way to improve without experiencing this.  Accept it, embrace 

it, learn from it. 
 

3. The biggest hike factors you’ll encounter as really difficult are steep slopes (up 
and down)  and hiking at higher elevations. No way to improve without 

practicing in actual conditions. 
 

4. Frequent stopping is not recommended, nor throwing off the pack at every 
stop, nor is continual snacking nor snacking at every stop. A typical B trip 
leader will stop BRIEFLY every 30-45 minutes to check in with her hikers.  

 
5. The higher the hike rating, the faster is “moderate speed” and less frequent 

the stops. i.e. Moderate speed C hikes are faster than Moderate speed B 
hikes, which are faster than Moderate speed A hikes. 

 
6. Carry at least part of your water in a bladder system so you can drink on the 

fly.  Stopping to drink water from bottles, plus having to involve another hiker 
to lift it in and out of your pack, is not necessary and slows down everyone.   

 
7. No amount of neighborhood walking or gym aerobic work alone can  

improve one completely, though it certainly helps.  On a treadmill or elliptical or 
bike, you are not carrying your pack, nor are you carrying your total body weight 

because those machines move under you or have their own momentum. 
 

8. If you think of yourself as a “slow” hiker, try lengthening your natural stride 
over time.  And learn to use your hiking poles as a speed aid by planting them 
far in front of you one at a time as part of your natural arm-swinging during a 

fast walk.  Pull yourself along with your arms as you move forward.  This is 
especially effective during an uphill climb. 
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